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SGA to discuss
'Gripevine' project
In order to aid students
wanting to complain about
any aspect of the University,
the Student Government
Association is launching a
new '"Gripevine" project
Jan. 21.
The project will be one of
the new projects discussed at
tonight's SGA meeting, to be
held at 9 p.m. at 200 Moseley
Hall.
According to Beth L.
EUenberger, chairperson of
the Student Welfare Board
Committee and coordinator
of the project, Gripevine is
similar to an SGA complaint
program that operated last
year.
'This year's program is
much stronger than last
year's. We have a dedicated
group of individuals working
on the project and are getting more publicity about its
function on campus," SGA
President Michael D.
Zinicola said.
EUenberger said the project was not successful last
year because "not enough
students were aware of it to
make it a success.
"There is a strong need for
this program this year
because students need a
liaison between them and the
administration," she said.
However, the program is
designed to help students
with any problems they have
when dealing with the
University, she added.
Gripevine can be reached
by dialing 372-0324 from 9:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday
through Thursday.
In other business, senators
will present project reports
on programs to be initiated
during winter quarter, including photo IDs, bike paths
and a Faculty Excellence
Award to be given at graduation to one faculty member
of each college of the University.
SGA will hold an
"information night" at the
Northeast Commons
cafeteria Jan. 23 prior to its
9 p.m. meeting to discuss
any projects with interested
students.

Campus United Way
falls short of goal
Failing to reach its 1979
goals, the University United
Way campaign netted $39,100
from faculty and staff and
$750 from students, according to Dr. Wayne A.
Johnson, associate professor
of applied statistics and
operations research and
coordinator of the drive.
Volunteers had set a
$47,500 goal for this year's
faculty and staff drive, to
which 375 faculty and staff
members contributed. Last
year, the campaign raised
$43,300 from 433 contributors,
Johnson said Monday.
He added that the figures
are not final and more contributions still are being
counted.
The student drive collected
only $750, $1,250 short of its
$2,000 goal and $1,150 less
than last year's $1,900 total,
he said.
Johnson attributed the
drop in contributions to the
worsening economic situation,
which has caused many persons to cut back on their expenses.

weather
Cloudy. High 50F (IOC),
low 35F (2C), 10 percent
chance of precipitation.
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Pi Kappa Alpha charter is suspended
by Keith Jameson
staff reporter

The charter of the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity was temporarily
suspended in December as the
result of an investigation by the national headquarters into an alleged
hazing incident fall quarter.
According to reports received by
Dr. Richard R. Eakin, vice provost
for institutional planning and student affairs, the national headquarters sent an investigator to the
University as soon as the incident
was reported last fall.
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Eakin said the reports explained
that the investigator will make
recommendations to the Supreme
Council of the national Pi Kappa
Alpha, which will then rule on the
validity of the claims and-if the
chapter is found guilty of hazingtake action according to the national bylaws and constitution. He
noted that the Supreme Council
may also ask for University action
against the local chapter.
Wayne Colvin, director of
residence life, Area 4, said
discipline may range from a verbal
reprimand to expulsion.

EAKIN SAID he should receive
the final Campus Safety and
Security report on the alleged incident within the next several days,
at which time he will investigate
the claim, conduct any hearings into the matter and decide on the extent of dicipline, if any is in order.
Colvin said he hopes the matter
will be cleared up within the next
week.
But Pi Kappa Alpha President
Jeff Barber said he does not see
why the two administrators would
say the chapter's charter was
suspended.
"It's... my opinion that our

chapter is not suspended," Barber
said.
BARBER SAID the local chapter
is hosting the Great Lakes Regional
Conference Friday to Sunday,
which will include more that 200 Pi
Kappa Alpha members from Ohio
and Michigan, the national president and representatives from the
national headquarters in Memphis,
Tenn.
"They (the leaders) wouldn't
disgrace themselves...to come to a
chapter for a weekend which has
been suspended and disgraced," he
added.

Tonl Kiesenhofer, German department graduate assistant from
Salzburg, Austria, concentrates on his style at last night's table tennis tournament co-sponsored by the Union Activities Organization
and the Association of College Unions International. Kiesenhofer won
all his singles matches In the contest, which was held in the Student
Recreation Center. He also won all his doubles matches with physics
graduate student Shiro Konno as his partner.

Tim Stanford, president of the Interfraternity Council, said the IFC
is not involved in any investigation
because a formal complaint was
not filed with the office.
Stanford added that it is difficult
to tell what is actually happening in
the situation because, "It's a shaky
experience. Nobody knows what
really happened."
At press time, Campus Safety did
not have readily available information concerning the incident, and
Pat Halloran, executive director of
the national chapter, did not return
the News' telephone call concerning the situation.

stalf photos by Tim Westhoven

Profs' opinions vary on fate of SALT II
by Denise Sakal
staff reporter

First there was unrest in Iran,
the overthrow of the shah, and the
takeover of the U.S. Embassy in
Tehran. More recently, the Soviets
displayed overt aggression through
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
All this has culminated in a decision by President Carter to halt
Senate debate on the Stategic Arms
Limitations Treaty II.
And so, U.S.-Soviet relations
move from a near state of detente
(peaceful coexistance) to a state of
distrust and a renewed arms race.
University professors have varying views on where SALT II will go
from here, but all agree that SALT
is at least temporarily dead.
DR. JOHN Merriam, political
science associate professor, spell-

But consensus is that treaty is 'dead for now'
ed out the bottom line by saying,
"We're in a new cold war, and
SALT II is dead."
He said the press is accurate in
talk of a possible repeat of a situation like the Vietnam War, and
speculated the Russians are not going to leave Afghanistan in a hurry.
He questioned whether the Russians are naive enough to think
Americans will accept any token
withdrawals, but said it is doubtful
the Soviets will withdraw.
MERRIAM ALSO predicted an
ultimate left-wing takeover in Iran.
He would not dismiss thoughts of
future SALT talks, but said that for
the time being, SALT II has been
put on the "back burner."
Others are not so optimistic. Dr.
Benjamin Muego, political science
professor specializing in interna-

tional relations, said SALT II is in
"severe jeopardy and chances are
that it is dead."
But Muego said SALT II was in
jeopardy even before the
developments in Iran and that it
would not have passed had it been
placed on the Senate floor, adding
that support was not solid.
"CARTER IS distrustful of
Soviet interactions. This means he
will be less enthusiastic in endorsing SALT II. My outlook is very
pessimistic," he said.
Muego explained his pessimism
by saying Carter is going through a
radical transformation in changing
his outlook on the Soviet Union and
reports from Washington indicate
he will, in the near future, spell out
a foreign policy negative toward
the Soviets.

Although he would not speculate
on Soviet intentions, Muego said he
thinks Afghanistan is not the end,
explaining that the invasion of
Afghanistan is an expression of the
Soviets' desire to expand.
Dr. Patrick L. Alston, history
professor who specializes in the
early Russian period, said the Russians, through the invasion of
Afghanistan, have sent a message
proclaiming 19th century politics of
imperialism as being alive and
well.
ALSTON SAID he does not think
that the United States will enter into war with the Soviets, simply
because the United States does not
have the resources to fight a war
now.
The Russians themselves are

cautious and will move slowly,
Alston explained, because the Russians tend to take something and
digest it before moving on.
"I suspect they will pacify
Afghanistan," he added.
Alston said the problems the
United States is facing stem from
imperialism and date back to the
Spanish-American War. He added
that Carter's problems are inherited and that the important
thing is to "get the whole house
(U.S.) in order and don't panic."
HOWEVER, Dr. Gary R. Hess,
chairman of the history department, said he does not think SALT
II is dead.
"Both the Russians and
Americans have an interest in
some form of arms limitation. In
the long run, SALT n or something
similar will be negotiated." he
continued on page 4

University subsidy smaller than expected
by Mary Oannemlller
staff reporter

Growth in enrollment for 1979-80
at Ohio's 61 state-assisted colleges
and universities was not anticipated by the Ohio Board of
Regents.
As a result, many of the institutions, including the University, are
not getting full credit for this
growth in the instructional subsidy
distribution.
Despite qualifying for earnings of
almost $33 million, based on the
enrollment of 16,857 Full-Time
Equivalent students, the University will receive only $31,623,027,
University President Hollis A.
Moore Jr. said last week at the
University Board of Trustees
meeting.
This decline in expected instructional subsidy income was due to a
smaller pool of funds budgeted for
subsidizing the number of FTE

students above the enrollment ceiling, he added.
THE REGENTS approved a total
distribution of $554,602,111 in instructional subsidies, based on procedures established in amended
House BUI 204, for base level earnings.
Base level earnings for each
school were calculated in one of
two ways, with the regents choosing the one appropriating more
money, Dr. Richard A. Eakin, vice
provost for institutional planning
and student affairs, said yesterday.
The number of FTE students was
determined by taking either enrollment figures for 1979 summer and
fall quarters or the average of
figures from the past three years
and multiplying it by last year's
base level subsidy rate.
Both of these calculations acted
as buffers against a decline in
enrollment, guaranteeing that an
institution could not receive less

money, he explained.
WITHOUT THIS buffer Kent
State University would have gotten
less money because of their drop in
enrollment this year, he noted.
The problem of decline in the instructional subsidy income faced

by many universities concerns the
fact that only $1,548,821 was
budgeted for subsidizing FTE
students exceeding enrollment ceilings, while gross earnings above
this base level totaled $17,258,854,
Eakin explained.
Had enough money been ap-

STUDENT BASED INSTRUCTIONAL SUBSIDIES
FISCAL YEAR 1979-80

UNIVERSITY

AMOUNT
TO BE DISTRIBUTED

Akron
Bowling Green
Central
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Kent
Miami
Ohio State
Ohio
Toledo
Wright
Youngstown

$ 33,418,360
31,623,027
2,466,354
60,526.103
27,501,540
38,275,387
27,418,555
132,461.162
28,915,761
27,062,482
23,025,359
21,268.397

propriated in the bill for the enrollment growth, the University could
possibly have received its base
level, calculated by fall and summer enrollments for 1977-79, plus 50
percent of $411,966.
Instead of getting 50 percent of
the $411,966 for the 712 FTE
students over the ceiling, the
University received about 8 percent of that figure amounting to
$64,511. Eakin added.
According to Eakin, the University assumed it "wouldn't get a full
dollar" for FTE students above the
enrollment ceiling.
The 1979«> University budget
was put together last spring on the
assumption that the University
could "reasonably expect to
receive at least $240,000 in earnings
beyond the base level." Moore
said.
Because the University received
only $64,511, the remaining balance
in the budget has yet to be determined. Eakin said.

Let's hit 'em where it hurts: ballet and blue jeans
"Just what does Jimmy Carter
think he's doing?!" bellowed Elvin
Mentor, aide to the President's
assistant adviser on foreign affairs.
The nation's chief executive had
just announced the embargo of 17
million tons of grain ordered by the
Soviet Union in reaction to that nation's intervention in Afghanistan.
The proposed embargo would
result in the cancellation of at least
two days worth of grain trading.
"This is gonna effect everyone involved in the production and
distribution of wheat, corn, oats,
soybeans and who knows what
else," fumed Mentor. "The
farmers and the rest of the grain industry are gonna feel this one not
just for the duration of the embargo, but for years to come!"
"What was the Kremlin's
response to the President's announcement?" queried the
reporter scrunched uncomfortably
in the chair that also served as

focus
Mike Gueulette
Mentor's coat rack.
"DIDN'T FAZE 'EM in the
least!" he responded. "Tass said
Carter's move was a 'hopeless
undertaking' and that 'such attempts flopped in the past and they
will flop now.'
" Ya see, the Soviets haven't looked on any previous exchanges with
the United States as favors, they've
always been to the advantage of
both countries."
"Sanctions such as this embargo
are not only ineffectual in influencing Soviet foreign policy and
detrimental to the livelihood of the
American economic community,"
said Mentor, pausing dramatically.

"but they also may eventually lead
the Soviets to engage the United
States in the Big One: ol' Dubya
Dubya Three."
"Does Carter have any more
aces up his sleeve?" I asked,
knocking over Mentor's trash can
while nervously shifting my weight
to the other foot.
MENTOR cited the following
sanctions under consideration and
the adverse effects they would have
on the welfare of our country:
The discontinuance of several
cultural exchange programs, including tours of the Soviet Union by
American ballet companies.
"The ramifications are painfully
obvious: the Soviets would stop
sending their dance troupes to the
States, and the quality of the
American ballet companies would
decline without the steady flow of
talented Russian defectors."
The closing of all Coca-cola and

Pepsi plants in the USSR.
"THAT WOULD just be bad
business for the American-based
parent companies, and the Soviets
would conceivably go to war to obtain the secret formula used in the
production of the Coke syrup. We
would be better off in the long run if
we let them drink the stuff and let
the sugar act on their teeth and
stomach linings."
"Do you have an alternate plan
that might avert all this?" interjected my fellow journalist.
"As a matter a fact," said Mentor, "I do."
"My plan calls for the full scale
modernization of the Soviet Union
by American industry. Our government would subsidize the manufacture, exportation and advertising of
goods produced by our industry intended for sale in the Soviet Union.

"THE EFFECTS of the program
would be threefold," explained
Mentor. "First of all, the program
would dramatically stimulate the
sagging American economy and
virtually eliminate our unemployment problem.
"Secondly, if the Soviet system of
goods distribution is as poor as it's
made out to be, a goodly amount of
the Soviet national effort will be
diverted from fighting for their
country to fighting for scarce
goods.
"And finally, if the American
advertisers are as successful in
dominating the Soviet media,
especially television, the Russians
will surely be lulled into a national
lethargy, given the quality of
American advertising. Imagine a
nation of Russian housewives with
nothing better to do than washing
paper towels. If the Soviet citizenry

try to attain the highly idealized
standards of living depicted in our
ads, economic catastrophe is bound
to break out over there."
One American manufacturer, the
Levi Straus, stands to make a
bundle through the program, noted
Mentor. "For years the Soviets
have been paying exhorbitant
prices for blue jeans, and the only
people who have profitted have
been their black market
operators.
"IF THIS economic and cultural
embargo garbage keeps up, either
war or politics will prevent the
United States from participating in
the Moscow Olympics, and then
NBC is a goner for sure." Mentor
paused, and a glint appeared in his
eyes. "Unless they can sell their
old sitcoms to the Russians."
Mike Gueulette to the former
editor of the Revue.

opinion
Happy Hours gripe
not worth effort

"Happy hours come under fire" was a headline in last Friday's
News. The story referred to a claim made by Union Activities
Organization director Tom Misurca that vandalism is increasing
at Happy Hours.
Misuraca cited incidents of beer throwing, chair tossing and
"generally rude behavior" as reasons for putting Happy Hours
"under the microscope," and considering cancellation of the sixyear-old tradition.
Misuraca said because vandalism has increased so much in the
last few years, "the majority may suffer because of the actions of
the minority.
'The only problem with Misuraca's complaints is that he spoke in
generalities and cited no specific incidents. In fact, Misuraca said
fie had no specifics because he had "nothing documented, nothing
written down."'
Wiat exactly is "generally rude behavior?"
One gets the feeling that Misuraca's bellyaching amounts to
nothing more than a weak scolding to a "minority of immature
University students who are causing a few problems.
This seems to be another example of a University official stirring up controversy rather than addressing any real problem.
The problems with "generally rude behavior" are not unique to
Happy Hours. Any place where there is drinking is a potential
spawning ground of trouble. Surely a University official should
realise this.
William R. Bess, director of Campus Safety and Security, said
complaints of vandalism related to Happy Hours are
"occasional."
However, he agreed with Misuraca that the problem warranted
precautions.
Precautions are fine. In fact, they are necessary where persons
are drinking. But giving University students a verbal slap on the
wrist and a If you don't behave at my Happy Hours, I'm going to
take my beer tap and go home," warning is not necessary.
One precaution that Misuraca and Bess have decided on is having a Campus Safety and Security officer make periodic
"walk-throughs" during Happy Hours. However, Misuraca said
he is not sure how often the officer should walk through, and Bess
said an officer stationed at Happy Hours would be counterproductive.
University students are supposed to be mature. There doesn't
seem to be enough incidents to warrant Misuraca's overreaction.
Misuraca should deal with the individual problems and save the
real complaining for something worth the time and effort.

Latta flunks out

The Bowling Green area doesn't get much recognition, but it's
nice to see one of our elected representatives is doing his best to
get us some publicity.
Delbert L. Latta, our Republican U.S. representative, recently
was given the lowest score of Ohio's congressmen on consumer
issues by Ralph Nader's Congress Watch group.
The 1979 Congress was anto-consumer, the group said, and our
hearts are warmed knowing Latta was at the forefront of that attitude.
If it wasn't for Latta, the rest of Ohio might forget we're here.
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Halt poaching bloodshed
It might have been expected by
some individuals that conservationist and author of "Born Free,"
Joy Adamson would someday die
at the paws of a lion, the animal she
for so many years learned to tame
and study.
Yet, it has been learned by officials that Adamson who was
reported to have been mauled to
death by a lion was in fact,
murdered.
Why then would game officials
issue a contradictory report that
Adamson was "stalked and pulled
down by a lion" when no claw
marks blood could be seen? It
seems that the lion story was merely that, a story, used to glamorize
the death of Adamson or possibly
stated to cover up a long-lasting
feud between protectors of the wild
and poachers.
POACHING is a serious offense
to many of the African people as
well as others, yet countless
numbers of beautiful wildlife have
been slaughtered for their expensive coats and tusks.
A war on poachers has been waged in Kenya for some time now and
a ban on hunting employed.
However, not all individuals agree
whole-heartedly with this curtail
and would stop at nothing to gain
valuable purses from an animals
hide, not even if a human life must
be sacrificed.
This could very posibly account
for the numerous stab wounds
found about Adamson's chest and
arms.
Could it be that the Austria born
Adamson, who emigrated to Kenya
in 1937, and who concentrated on
animal behavior since the late
1960's, loved these creatures so
much that she, In turn, died to protect them?
WE MAY never know the truth to
this plaguing question yet we do
know the battle continues.
Poachers versus individuals who

focus
Mike Petrasek
believe in the preservation of the
fastly decreasing wildlife of Africa
will continue to fight, one for
money the other to preserve God's
creatures.
Of course with this fight will
come more bloodshed and many innocent people may be hurt in the
long run.
The real sin is that a woman of
Joy Adamson's caliber had to die.
Her contributions to the study of
leopards and lions may never be
matched. She brought us the heartwarming story of Elsa the lion and
her three books on her life with
these magniflcient creatures is
really all we have left of her.
A quick halt must come to this
poaching and bloodshed before
animals as well as humans lose
their lives. Yet, it seems when a
man gets greed in his system,
human lives do not even mean a
thing. This must stop. After all, are
we not all Born Free?
Mike Petrasek is a student at the
University.
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letters
Did SGA spend too
much on USS?--senator
Again the shuttle bus (the
University Shuttle Service, USS)
issue was brought before the Student Government Association at
the first meeting of winter quarter.
This time many revisions of the
shuttle bus have been made. The
errors and the loopholes of last
year's shuttle have been Ironed out.
The administration, senators, and
organizers of the USS should be
commended for the work and
dedication they have provided
above and beyond the call of duty
for the new and Improved shuttle.
Along with the revisions, a great
sum of SGA's money has been slotted for the operation of such a service. To be exact, $4,000 (quite a
large chunk into SGA's funds).
After subtracting and totaling
SGA's expenses for the rest of the
school year, according to Brian
Hearing, treasurer of SGA, it is
estimated that approximately
$1,030.53 will be left to complete

other SGA service projects for the
remainder of the school year. Consequently, projects started by
senators such as needed bike paths,
will be set aside for the lack of
funds.
The question I ask is have those
senators who have worked on such
other projects time been wasted?
Are their projects not to be pursued
because there is no money ? Is socking $4,000 into one large project
sensible when several small projects that would be a permanent
benefit to all, go down the drain
because of lack of funds in SGA's
budget?
Hopefully for SGA's sake and the
sake of other SGA projects, the
USS will not sink, but will be a
great success. Not a costly mistake
in Bowling Green history!
Lyndsey Phillips
Offeuhauer Senator
Chairman of the Senate
by Garry Trudeau
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briefs.

Shuttle's initiation called success
by Bart PorUr
staff reporter

Travel without Tours or Tears

Marketing Club meeting

A non-credit course, "Foreign Travel Without
Tours or Tears," will be offered from 7:30-0:30 p.m.
on Thursdays beginning Jan. 24 and continuing
through Feb. 28. The class will be conducted by
Roger Holliday, Cluadie Fischer and Dr. Roger
Anderson-Bowling Green residents who will share
traveling tips they have learned from their many
adventures abroad. Guest speakers also will be
featured in the class. For information or to register
call the Office of Continuing Education, Regional
and Summer Programs at 372-0181.

Al Winterman of Owens Corning Fiberglass Corp.
in Toledo will be the guest speaker at the Marketing
Club's first meeting of winter quarter at 7:30 p.m.
today in 220 Math-Sciences Bldg. The meeting is
free and public.

A forum on careers in computer science will be
held from 6:30-9 p.m. tomorrow In the Student Services Forum, the program is sponsored by the computer science department and University Placement Services.

Women for Women is organizing an on-going
discussion group concerned with incorporating
feminist values into heterosexual relationships and
bridging the gap between male and female goals in
an intimate relationship. Those interested in participating should call 372-2281.

King's Island live shows will be auditioning
students for entertainment positions this summer at
the amusement park from 1-6 p.m. Jan. 28. Interested students should report to the third floor of
the Union at that time.

»rt our
advertisers

University President HollisA.
Moore Jr. addressed the Faculty
Senate yesterday with concerns for
public policy.
Moore cited instances such as
legislative moves that call for the
implimentation of programs not
wanted by universities.
Although it is not an immediate
problem, Moore expressed concern
for enrollment ceilings. Moore said
those universities taht provide better education will probably experience little change in their
enrollment despite predicted
drops.
But Moore said he is worried that
the present enrollment ceiling will
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SUMMER JOB
as a camp counselor

JAN. 16 730 pj».
SIDE DOOR

for both men and
women at Storer
Camp,

#

Napoleon,

Michigan
June

BROTHERHOOD

O

ALL THIS AND MORE
CAN BE YOURS!
RUSH FRATERNITIES

leave to two quarters or a full year,
but only receiving a portion of his
University salary.
The problem is that the money
received often does not take into
account the cost of living in other
countries, making it difficult to
meet living needs.
In addition, members expressed
concern for those persons who may
want or need more than onequarter for leave, but, because they
only receive a partial salary, find
an extended leave to be financially
unfeasible.
In response to the problem, toe
Senate approved a request to the
provost which would remove the
restrictions concerning the amount
a person can receive while on leave
of absence.
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SKI CLUB MEETING

s

be dropped in an attempt to
disperse declining enrollment
across the board to all colleges and
universities.
THE SENATE also heard reports
from three faculty members who
have recently returned from
faculty-improvement leaves of
absence.
Although the three feel that the
faculty-improvement program is
needed, they note that financing
seems to be a problem that could
account for faculty apathy toward
the program.
Under the present program, a
faculty member can take a onequarter leave and receive the
equivalent of, but no more than,
their University salary. The person
has the option of extending the

by Danlta Sakal
staff reporter

David Huddle, poet and fiction writer, will read
from his works at 9 p.m. today in the Recital Hall of
the Old Music Bldg. Huddle's works have appeared
in Esquire, Harper's, Prairie Schooner and The
Hudson Review, among other publications. The program is sponsored by the Creative Writing Program
and is free and public.
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Kortokrax said these routes will
be in effect for two weeks, when
project coordinators will evaluate
student opinions of the service and
discuss any route changes student
drivers suggest.
Expansion into daylight service
also will be considered at this time,.
Kortokrax added.
Ticket coupons for the service
will be available starting Thursday
in the Union and the Student
Recreation Center, and from Parking Services. Students wishing to
change vans can obtain free
transfer tickets from drivers.
Students also can pick up
brochures describing how to use
the USS program, routes to be
taken and time schedules at these
locations, Kortokrax added.

Senate hears Moore's concerns

Poet to read works

Auditions for King's Island

V

The University Shuttle Service
received a "surprisingly successful" amount of use Monday
during its first night of operation,
Sen. Dana Kortokraz, Student
Government Association coordinator of the project, said.
Although only about 70 persons
rode the USS vans Monday night,
Kortokrax said the first day of
operation can be considered a success, due to expectations that Mondays will be a relatively light day
for service use.
According to Kortokrax,
Tuesdays and Thursdays are expected to be the days the service
will be used the most when students

Forum on computer careers

Women for Women group

want to use the USS to visit area
stores and businesses for food and
recreation.
For 25 cents, persons can take
any one of three off-campus routes
that include regular stops at
grocery, beverage, clothing and
drug stores and one recreation
facility, she said.
KORTOKRAX SAID the offcampus routes are designated as:
Route A, catering to persons living
on the north side of campus; Route
B, available to persons residing on
the south side, and Route C, to be
taken by persons living in the area
east of campus.
Route D is the free campus loop
that will encircle the University
and make one stop in the downtown
area.

SKI WEAR FASHION SHOW
BY MOUNTAIN MAN SKI SHOP

- Aug.

FREE COKE
M-T-W-R
AT EAST!

Call
Fran 372-3720
Judy 372-3214
before Feb. 8th

FULL PAYMENT TO
B0YNE HIGHLANDS DUE

1

Ranch
Venture Out
Camp

::::::::::::ft::::::::W^^^

PROUDLY PRESENTS

lANNIEJ

MOST HOUSES ARE
OPEN & EXPECTING YOU
(FIRST 3 WEEKS OF THIS QUARTER)

CLEVELAND MUSIC HALL
FEBRUARY 9, 1980 2:00 p.m.
$18.00 per person for 30 people
Bus will depart from BG at 10:00 a.m.
Sign-up now in UAO office!

PoglioTs
SOUTH
EAST
•151 •—•]!! mi 4411 .CarelSMM

tonmit HPerfrnMice!
THE HAIRCUTTINQ PLACE

™E HUTCH
PET b SADDLE SHOP

O N ■

Vvt 7*4* & TV****

ffcV

SS.OO Oft Boots With This Ad
^Good thru 2/17/80

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT
INFORMATION SESSIONS JAN 2023 AND RESIDENCE HALL DESKS
HARSHMAN-CHAPMAN LOUNGE
KREISCHER-ASHLEY LOUNGE
MACDONALD WEST-MAIN LOUNGE
OFFENHAUER-CUBBY HOLE LOUNGE
PROUT-AAAIN LOUNGE
RODGERS-AAAIN LOUNGE
KOHL-MAIN LOUNGE
CONKLIN MAIN LOUNGE
FOUNDERS-BLUE LOUNGE

JAN
JAN
JAN
JAN
JAN
JAN

20
20
21
21
21
22

7:30 pm
9:00 pm
7:00 pm
8:30 pm
10:00 pm
7:00 pm

JAN 22 8:30 pm
JAN 22 10:00 pm
JAN 23 9:00 pm

&

lOllHM
X244H
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The ilret sport* magazine devoted .xclu.iv.iy to
lntercotlegl«u .ports.
The Sports Bulletin is published three times during
the school year This issue will be devoted to
basketball and will include both national and
conference coverage ol the sport
Whether you're a casual or lervent basketball Ian.
ydu won't want to miss
the Sports Bulletin, a very
special magazine1

OPENING, TUES., JAN. 22
IN BOWLING GREEN!

The Precision Haircut
Explained Precisely.
Because your head is unique, the way your hair
grows is equally unique Really quite different from
every one else's
Precision haircutting is a technique for cutting
the hair in harmony with the way it grows. Your
hair eventually grows out but it doesn't lose its
shape with a precision haircut. Consequently your
haircut will look as good after five days as it does
after five minutes. And because the hair falls
naturally into place you won't have to keep fussing
with it Usually a shake of the head does it.
At Command Performance we shampoo,
precision-cut and blow dry your hair for fourteen
dollars, whether you're a gal or a guy. And no
appointments are ever necessary
We also offer permanent waves, coloring,
frosting and conditioning. But we really shine with
precision And so will you
SEE OEE CENIU

APPLICATION DEADLINE*.
JAN 28

THE SPORTS BULLETIN

"*" •> *•«• •**■ « 16*0 North Man

mm
WOOOVUf MAU

Al mom •Mronra «• from Fo> Thnn

AN EXCLUSIVE FEATURE OF

THE BG NEWS

47344JS
FXANKUN PAW MAU Al SW *Mrono> oppotw CNo Om> Trial
10% itooxjnl for SG

tfcidonfB on ony tonne*

and no oopomiiioni ***r n**o*o.
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SALT I fro™ P«B* •

DIXIE'S
ENERGY SAVING
IDEA FOR THE 80'S

said. "I think what will come out of
all this controversy in Iran is
strong pressure on the president to
take a stronger line against Russia
and to seek closer relations with
China."
At the state level, a spokesperson
for Senator Howard Metzenbaum
said the senator's position is
undecided and he has strong reservations about SALT II. More

to determine whether the Soviets
are keeping up with their end of the
bargain is through sensitive listening stations at strategic locations.
Prior to the recent crises, the
United States had listening stations
in Iran. Those no longer exist and
until the United States can restore
its listening capabilities, nothing
further will be done with SALT II,
she said.

specifically, Metzenbaum is opposed to linking SALT II to an increase
in defense spending.
Cathleen Prenbergast, press
secretary for Senator John Glenn,
said Glenn favors the concept of
arms limitation, but voted against
it in the foreign relations committee because he did not believe the
treaty was verifiable.
She explained that the only way

Follow through...
with your help
to prevent
Birth
Def€Cts

(JJ)

SUPPORT
->SS»»Ct CO*.'*iBU'fOB- tMCUBitSMt*

classified

COME RIDE
THE DIXIE BUS
Beginning

WED. JAN. 16TH

LOST 4. FOUND
Would i'o person who accidental
ly picked up my Keystone In ■
sfamalic camera at the Haven
House party please return the
film Into my off-campus mailbox.
3307 it has GREAT sentimental
value! Feel free to return the
camera tgfi,
Found silver ID bracelet with
name Tena inscribed on It.
373 1049

SERVICES OFFERED
Piano lessons. 5 wks. for S30. 1 hr.
per week Call Judi 35! 0936
Merle Norman Cosmetics sold at
KAY BEAUTY SALON 134 W.
Wooster St.
Sound Machine Now accepting
bookings. Call Brian Scott
352 Mil

THE FOLLOWING SENIORS
SHOULD PICK UP THEIR PROOFS AT THE KEY OFFICC. 310
STUDENT
SERVICES:
ELIAZBETH LUCAS. DENISE
CAMPBELL. JERRI EMERY.
ROBERT A. HARRIS, DEANA
HECTOR.
ELAINE
J.
HUNTLEY. STEVEN PRITTIE,
DEBORAH
ROE,
JILL
WLOOARZ, KELLY SWAN.

ATTENTION HEALTH CARE
MAJORS: Club meeting Wednes
day. 7:30 pm. 373 BA concerning
resumes, letter writing, special
dinner.
NEXT TO NEW SHOP Clothing,
nousewares. Priced Low! Open
Tues. 10-4. Fri. 1-7:30. St.
Alovslus School.
ATO's & TKE's, From the moon
shine to the rowdie, foot stompin'
time, the tea sure was mighty
final Let's do It again! The Alpha

ctmi,

&

«

m
SV
«

PERSONALS
Delta Zetas. thanks for the great
time Friday night, the brothers
of Phi Kappa Tau.
Tim congrats on your engage
ment to Jackie. We wish the two
of you only the best In your life
together. Zebes
Slg Eps Thanks for a great tea
Friday Hope to do it again soon.
Love, The PM Mu'i.
__
Turd: Only four more days until
your Birthday. Have you told
everyone? Better start passing
hints about what you want
Howdy Partner! Hungry for
some western Chow, WFAL &
Lucky Steer have coupons tor
you. Listen a, Win.
Like easy classes with no tests or
papers to do? Sign up now in
UAO office for a variety of minicourses.
Sisters of Delta Zeta. get psyched
tor our wild weekend beginning
with the sisterhood Friday at
700. it's gonna be the best. DZ
Lovt. Donna).
Craig DOS .The best c'amelast!
Congrats on being accepted to
the No.l dental school In the
country. I know wherever you go
you'll be a great dentist! Love.
Lll Sis' "New Year's Eve" was a
great way to start off the 80'S!
Than» t. lookout for a great
quarter. Zabes.
Spectacular Clearance Sale on
all Items. Hockey equipment *Wfc
off. Locker Room Sporting
Goods. S. Main.
Phi Mu's. the tea Friday was
another super Slg Ep-Phl Mu get
together. Thanks for a great
time. The Sio ED Bros.
KIRK'S COIN LAUNORY IS
ECONOMICAL!!! 7S» S. Mam.

Clearance Sale!! All Items In the
store marked down 10 to 50%.
Vatan's Gift shop, Wooster a,
Main.
Two in one night was all we could
handle. & what a surprise when
they blew out the candle! Con
grats Porter & Jimmy on your
ore-engagement a, to Susie s,
George on their engagement.
Love, Your Alpha Gam Sisters.
Debbie & Dave, Congratulations
on your lavaliering. I'm so happy
for both of you. Love You Both,
Donna,
SENIORSI THIS IS YOUR LAST
CHANCE TO HAVE YOUR
YEARBOOK
PORTRAIT
TAKEN, LIMITED NUMBER
OF
APPOINTMENTS
AVAILABLE. CALL THE KEY
OFFICE AT 373-0866 BEFORE
JANUARY 13 TO RESERVE
YOUR APPOINTMENT TIME.
Ladles, come iom the fun with
the ZTA sisters at their rash party oil Jan. 14. 1:00 at 44 Haven
House. For rides * Into call Deb

Are you tired of winter Quarter
blahs??? Then sign-up now until
Jan. II In UAO office. Questions?
all 372 3343.

SAE RUSH: THURS. JAN. 17.
ALL
INTERESTED
GENTLEMEN INVITED.

undo

Will Be Providing
BUS TRANSPORTATION To All
Bowling Green Students
FOR ONLY .25*
|EVERY WED. College Greek Nitej
Pickups Will Be At
The Student Union
Every Half-Hour Starting
At 7:30 P.M.
SO WHY DON'T YOU

RIDE THE DIXIE BUS &
LEAVE THE DRIVING TO US!\
For Further Information Call 874-8649

MARKETINGCLUB IS HAVING
A MEMBERSHIP DRIVE TO
DAY THRU THURS. FROM
10:30 to 3 30 ON THE FIRST
FLOOR
OF
THE
B.A,
BUILDING. MEMBERSHIP
FOR THE YEAR IS MOO.
Hey Alpha Gams. We all had a
great time at the Ho Down last
Friday night, left do It again!
Love, the ATO's,
HEY GAMMERS! Grab a date &
and off we'll skate to the winter
date party! I Get PSYCHED for a
COOL TIMEI
Whafs your Racquet? Sign-up
for the Rec Centers Student Racquetbail. Handball a. Squash
Tournaments until Jan. 16fh.

Mill.

MARCH OF DIMES

UAO Organizational meeting at
7:00 pm In Campus Room of the
union.

$370 per thousand for envelopes
you mall. Postage paid. Free Ap
plication. NS. 5033 Road O Par.

toUtSULAaiL
All interested girls come to Silver
Dollar Saloon Lil Sis Rush at the
ZBT Old Frat Row Wed. Jan. la.
7:30-»:30.
Got A minute? Call Lisa 6, wish
Iw a h.oov birthday. 372 J474.
FOCUS In on WF AL's triple-play
of well known artists. It's happening 4 times daily. MondayFrldjv,
Sally O'Harecongratulations on
your engagement. God Bless You
toward a great future with Carl.
Love. Leslie.
MARKETING CLUB T-SHIRTS.
Order your T-SHIRT Jan. 16 at
the Marketing Club Meeting '30
MSC 330 Only 13.00. Call Julie at
35? 5O01 if you have any ques
lions.
WANTED
F. rmte. Own Udrm. 351-0331.
Close to campus.
3 F. rmtes. needed for Wtr. t,
Spr. Qtrs. Close to campus I,
reasonable rent. For info please
call 3S3H71, Cathy or Cnar.
M. rmte. needed again ASAP. 333
N. Main. Tfl-lfTft JJm or John.
M. rmte. S75 mo. Not far. Call
gflt,
F. rmte. tor 19BO-II school yr. for
3 bdrm. apt. Non smoker please.
Call 3 4905,
3 rmtes.. M. or F., to loin M. grad
ft F. undergrad. in large house.
Own room. 187 50 ft utilities.
Good location. Call Gary or Tonl.
3SM15T or 371-2480.
To buy any kind ol car In good
cond. even II it's old. 354-1467:
Mr. Moon.
M. rmte. needed for Wtr. ft Spr.
180 mo. ft utll. Close to campus.
Call 353-0360.
__
M. rmte., own room, S96 mo. Incl.
utll. Wtr. ft Sor. call 352-0375.
F. rmte. needed for wtr. ft Spr.
otrs. Call 354 1962
F. rmte. tor Spr. Qtr. Apt.
located at Second ft High Sts
Call 352-2145.
Need M. rmte. to share 7th St.
tat. tf7 "10, Call 152-W5,,
HELP WANTED
Need an easy 85.00? We need
male fine arts majors to be In a
study of how people choose
prizes. Mon., Jan. 31 at 6pm in
Rm. 113 Psych Bldg. SS.OOtorttw
1 hr. session. If interested call
353-7740 before 9pm
or

♦ iWrliMpm,
Babysitter needed Mon., Tues,
Thurs. noon until 3pm or later If
possible. Own car. Call 352 3835
Bored? Make money, make
friends, make a future. Sheklee
Is more than a living, it's a
lifestyle. For more Info. ph.

m-siti.

-

All Interested students: High
paying part-time lobs on campus you set the hours, write:
Collegiate Press Box 554.
Belleville. Mich. *S1II now. No
obJIgaMon,
_
Need pt. time day positions filled
tor the following: dishwashers,
waitors or waitresses & or cooks.
Apply In person Mon. Fri. Corner
Kitchen 1«3 S. Main.

FOR SALE
Ralchie Ski Boots-Site ri 3 yrs.
old. Excell. cond. SSS; New SIM.

SfcjJOA
Stereo component set. 495 (cash
only) Call Howard Johnson's,
3522521 apt. 200, Gloria, call

*tV vAlmost new Frye Boots, slie 7 8.
Leather with wood heels, unlin
New Keds Adidas style tennis
shoes. Slie «"i boys Make otter.
Judl 352 0826Turntable (90 ft Foosball table.
840 6th St. Apt. J. Ph. 352-2227.
Fender F-15 acoustic guitar. Excell, cond Make offer. Call Doug.
3731961,
OVATION DEACON electric
guitar, payed S41S. Any otter
above 8250 takes. Cash ony. call
353 7212.
.
Firewood. 850 a rick (i, cord)
Seasoned hardwoods, delivered.
Call after 7pm. 686 3719.
FREE puppies to a good home; 7
weeks old. Call 354 1154.
PO«REJJT_
Houses, apts. ft rooms. Summer
ft F«ll mHlt, Pf, 352 7365,
House for 8 F. students. Across
from campus, for next school
year. Call 353-7365.
2 bdrm. apts. for 4 students. Near
eamBUS. Hi. 353-7365.
Room for rent. 357-3186 after
4JPJ2SL
Kustom P.A. System, 3 mikes
plus stands. Great for club work
6. "on campus gigs " Reasonable
rates. Ph. 352-7425.
House avail. 040 4th St. Close to
campus. Stove ft refrig. John
Newlove Real Estate. 352 6553 or
353 23?!.
THURSTIN APARTMENTS.
AIR CONDITIONED, FULLY
CARPETED. CABLE-VISION.
EFFICIENCY ft LAUNDRY
FACILITIES. NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER AND FALL. 451
THURSTIN AVE. 352-5435. OFFICE HOURS 6 8pm MON. FRI.

ONLY,

LAKE ERIE SPORTS
Wednesday Special- Adidas Lady
Raquetball Shoes
20% off

MUSICIANS-PERFORMERS ^
TOLEDO, OH - TUES , IAN 29
University of Toledo
Student Union
ANN ARBOR. MI - WED, IAN 30
University of Michigan
Michigan Union
FARMINGTON HILLS, MI - THURS, IAN 31
Holiday Inn
W. Ten Mile Rd/I-96 and Grand River
BOWLING GREEN. OH - FRI., FEB 1
Bowling Groan Slat* University
Student Union

JK

LIVE SHOWS
Cedar Point
Sandusky, OH 44870
(419) 6260830

jSfc

Across From Founders

0Wu15OOOOOuOOOOOOOOO'uO'OOOOOOOOO(^

50% OFF
.__
•Turkish Jewery
•J'" ?"T _.
•Persian Jewery
•Swedish Glass
.Motnef 0f Pearl Jewery
••Real Roses
.Ornaments
•Pottery from Cal.
•Chrysanthemum Wood
•Rumanian Wood

TECHNICIANS
Please sand resumes by Feb. 8
Also at Cedar Point Feb 2 & 9
AUDITIONS BEGIN AT 1 PM
For other audition sites and
further information contact:
•J /%
*>

$> Seamco Blue R-baHs Reg. 3" can
Special
2" can with coupon

*,

20% OFF ALL OTHER JKUELkY
WE DO ENGRAVING

Come Plug Yourself In!
OPEN

Mon.-Thurs, Sat 9 30 am -5 30 pm

Fri. 9:30 aun.-9 pjn.

^

^DOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQOQOOOOOg

t
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elsewhere,
Reports doubt Kennedy's Chappaquiddick story
WASHINGTON (AP)-Two new
investigative reports on Chappaquiddick have raised fresh questions about whether Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy told the truth about the
events surrounding his automobile
accident a decade ago in which
Mary Jo Kopechne was killed.
As he has almost since the accident on July 18, 1969, Kennedy
stuck to his version of the tragedy.
And his representatives charged
there were serious errors In the
new accounts published within
hours of each other by Reader's
Digest and The Washington Star.

The reports, which challenge
anew Kennedy's testimony about
the current he encountered when he
swam from Chappaquiddick Island
back to Edgartown after the accident, come less than a week before
he faces the first popular test in his
presidential campaign, the Iowa
precinct caucuses.
The rebirth of the Chapaquiddick
issue came when the Kennedy
camp was on an emotional high
over the endorsement the senator
was about to win from Douglas
Fraser, United Auto Workers union
president.

Fraser confirmed that endorsement yesterday, even as the Star
published newly obtained information concerning changes in the
Massachusetts island's topography
and its purported effect on tidal
currents.
"I remembered being swept
down toward the direction of the
Edgartown Light and well out into
the darkness," the senator said in
his only sworn account of the incident, which he gave at an inquest
into Miss Kopechne's death.
The Star published two aerial
photographs of the sandspit bet-

ween Martha's Vineyard and Chappaquiddick, taken in May and
November 1969. They showed the
area known as the Katama Opening
had silted in since the government
had collected its data on currents.
The two islands were almost joined
at the time of the accident, the Star
said.
Officials of the Federal National
Ocean Survey, who examined the
photos at the newspaper's request,
expressed the opinion that the
change in topography would have
had the effect of reversing the tidal
currents that ebb and flow between

Reporters must exit Iran before Saturday

TEHRAN, Iran (AP) - Iran
yesterday ordered American
reporters to leave the country by
midnight Friday in a move one Iranian official said could help ease
the embassy crisis by "lowering
the temperature" and taking
pressure off the militants who hold
the American hostages.
The United States, meanwhile,
moved to build up pressure on the
Iranians by rounding up support
from the NATO allies for economic

sanctions against Iran.
The Carter administration also
pressed its court action against the
Iranians. Lawyers for the U.S.
government formally presented a
lengthy legal brief on its case
against Iran before the International Court of Justice in the
Hague, Netherlands. The court is
the main legal arm of the United
Nations.
Abolghassem Sadegh, director of
foreign press at the Ministry of Na-

tional Guidance, said the expulsion
of reporters for U.S. news organizations would mean that "the
students (embassy militants) might
be more relaxed and the hostages
might be more relaxed in turn.
"I think it will be good for Iran,
the United States and the
hostages," he said, adding that the
move could "lower the
temperature...and might help the
situation as a whole."

The 50 or so American hostages
have been held prisoner at the embassy since Moslem militants seized the complex Nov. 4, demanding
the return of the exiled Shah
Mohammad Rez Pahlavi in exchange for their hostages' freedom.
Iran's ruling Revolutionary
Council and Cabinet ministers
decided Monday to eject the 100 or
so American reporters here from
the country, but did not set a
deadline.

the two islands.
No data were cited in the article
to prove that assertion, however,
and two admiralty lawyers retained by Kennedy insisted that the
newspaper was mistaken in its
assumptions.
If the currents were reversed, the
Star said, Kennedy could not have
encountered the situation he
described when he swam the channel.
Taking a different approach, the
Reader's Digest hired Bernard Le
Mehaute, a coastal engineer, to
sample the harbor currents last

Nov. 9 and 10 when the tidal cur-'
rents would have been "nearly
identical" with those Kennedy encountered more than 10 years ago.
"The tidal current at Edgartown
varies considerabley depending on
whether or not the sand spit forming Norton Point is open," Le
Mehaute said of the same area that
was the focus of the Star report.
"There is presently no tidal cut
through the spit, whereas it is
reported by local fishermen that an
opening did exist in July 1969," he
said.

Three hurt on picket line
CLEVELAND (AP)- Three persons were reported injured, one
seriously, in picket line incidents as the Cleveland school system was
hit by more strike troubles yesterday.
Meanwhile, school officials hinted at court action to end the walkout
after pickets disrupted the system's limited desegregation busing program.
About 8,900 youngsters who just returned to classes last week, following an 11-week teachers strike, were out of school again as a result of
the selective picketing by disgruntled school clerks.
A policeman and a school transportation department employee,
Fredrick Harris, 32, were knocked down by a bus leaving the transportation center where the pickets had massed.
»»»**»»**» f»t**»*tttt»»»»eet»te»»»t„t,tt,t*»***»t

TUESDAY NIGHT IS
FAMILY NK5HTII

,._

ABORTION

WE FEATURE AN
EXCLUSIVE SELECTION

TOLL FREE
9 o.m. - 10 p.

WEDDING
STATIONERY

-STOIVM

1 -800-438-8039

Clearance Specials

NOW
THRU
THUMI
-TM
•LACK
HOif"
AT

WHCPf IVCimMiNG
ENDS

Informalt
Imitation*
A nnouncemenU
Party Invitations
Bridal Boutique Items
Butineu Announcement!
A«k for

Professor

nmittn

LOCKER ROOM
SPORTING GOODS
SPECTACULAR

STEVE MARTIN.

Happy Belated Birthday

GENE POOR !
Wish Him One Yourself!

10 to 40% off All Items
40% off All Hockey
Equipment
25% off Thermal Sweats
112 S. Main St.
Near Wooster and Main

■ ■•■■■■••■■■•■HI
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353-6341

•■■••■IIM
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NATIONAL ARTCRAFTS
COMINO
(OOMI

MAXIMILIAN SCMlLL
ANTMON* PERKINS

HHfflB

Make your MtocUoa wiih
complete confidence thai
you are ehooalng from a
line of Ike flneal q aa li I * and
eorreclseaa of form.
Come b> and let u. aaalal
■ <>u In your wedding plan-.

Jl.wl I uvMoaj

353-6691

MARKETING
CLUB T-SHIRTS
WHAT? T-shirts
FWHEN? Wed., Jan. 16 yC

7:30 p.m.
]
WHERE? MSC 220 k
HOW MUCH? $2.00 \

MONEY or CHECK \
NECESSARY
\
TO PLACE ORDER \

SENIORS:
IT'S YOUR VERY LAST
CHANCE TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT
TAKEN FOR THE I980 KEY!!!
Preserve your face forever in your yearbook. A five-minute
il

sitting is all it takes!
Call 372-0086 today before it's Joolate!
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Slop by out picture sale .hursday in the Student Services Forum and Friday
in the Union Foyer You can buy 7x9 or 8x10 black and white prints of
almost any campus event lor only 25 each1
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You can also reserve your

ropy o* the yearbook at the table for $9 95 before prices go up to SI 2.00
in I ''hi uary
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sports
'Real' tests begin

Cagers in challenger role
There will be some "real" competition in Anderson Arena tonight
and Saturday for Bowling Green's
basketball team.
What we saw Monday night was
hardly the competition the Falcons
can expect when Central Michigan,
the Mid-American Conference's
top scoring team, comes in tonight
for a 7:30 contest.
This game will be the first of five
straight MAC games for Coach
John Weinert and his troops, who
will find out if they are as good as
their 9-3 record indicates.
Central Michigan and Toledo at
1:30 Sat. are both key games not only because the two teams were
picked to finish around the top of
the conference, but because both
these games are at home.
More than ever, basketball's
"sixth man" - the home crowd might be a factor in these contests.
Obviously the home crowd
doesn't affect Toledo much, after
the Rockets ripped the Chippewas
115-88 in Mt. Pleasant.

Even during the blowout of
George Mason Monday night. Miday was substituted late in the
game and got the crowd going
again.
Maybe his best asset has been
working under the boards and
keeping the ball alive at the offensive end.

sideline
Dan Firestone

sports editor

But regardless, you can expect
the comparisons of Toledo and the
Falcons to begin after BG
challenges Central.
In one statistical comparison, BG
surprisingly has given up fewer
points a game than Toledo, known
in the past for its defense. BG has
yielded just 66.7, while Toledo has
given up 68.9.
One of the bright spots on the
Falcons the past few weeks has
been junior Mike Miday, who isn't
at the top of any statistical
category, but has been playing
maybe his best ever since coming
to BG last year.

His efforts certainly have to give
him consideration for a starting
nod. but Weinert has been using the
6-7 Miday as much as some of his
starters.
And so, the MAC race gets into
full swing this week. Hosting the
defending co-champions back-toback will be no easy task, but, if BG
wants to be a champion, they have
to beat the established champions.
A 9-3 record against a bunch of
patsies, you say?
Well, there's no more George
Masons and we'll soon know if BG
is a serious threat to the best in the
MAC.

Miday's hustle seems to be contagious with his teammates,
because when Miday's hustling the
Falcons seem to pick up the pace.

Bandy leaving OU at season's end
ATHENS, Ohio (AP) - Ohio
University basketball coach Dale
Bandy announced his resignation
yesterday, saying he hoped his
decision would take some pressure
off players on his 3-10 team.
Bandy, in his sixth year as Bobcat head coach after 11 years as an
assistant, said, he would coach the
team until the end of the season.

some of the pressure off the team."
The Bobcats, 0-4 and in last place
in the Mid-American Conference,
suffered a 72-50 home loss to Bowling Green on Saturday, their worst
home defeat in more than 10 years.
The team lost its three leading
scorers from last season and hasn't
played well offensively, three
times scoring 50 points or less.
"It will give some of our players
a chance to relax and hopefully we
can still get into the Mid-American
Conference tournament," said the
41-year-old Bandy. Seven of the 10
MAC teams are eligible for postseason playoffs.
Bandy said factors relating to his
decision are "too numerous to
mention." He said some are
related to the basketball program
at Ohio University, while some are
personal.

Atletic Director Harold McElhaney
announced that a search committee for a new coach would be launched immediately.
"There's a lot of pressure on the
team," said Bandy, 41, who told a
news conference he made his decision to resign before the season
began. "I felt that it would be a
positive thing to do it now and take

Toledo tickets sold out

All reserve and general admission tickets for Saturday's Bowling
Green-University of Toledo basketball contest have been sold.
Doors will open at 12 noon, with tipoff coming at 1:30 p.m.
For those who cannot get into Anderson Arena, the game is being
regionally televised by NBC-TV with Phil Samp and Omar Williams
heading the broadcast crew.
The game can be seen locally on WTVG, Channel 13, Toledo, and
will be broadcast by radio stations WKIQ, WFOB, and WBGU.
Tickets for tonight's Central Michigan-BG contest are still available.

Injury-riddled grapplers fall
by Rob Boukisten
staff reporter

Will Nick Picciuto's shoulder
ever remain in its socket for an entire match? Can Greg Westhoven
continue to wrestle with a bad
hand, a cut above his eye and a
sprained ankle? And will Pete
Werling ever be able to finish
strongly despite huge weight losses
before his matches?
Nobody really knows the answers
to these questions, but Bowling
Green wrestling coach Pete Riesen
had some ideas as he commented
on his team's 24-15 loss to Toledo
last Saturday in Anderson Arena.
"We can't get Nick (Picciuto)
through a full practice," Riesen
said. "The last two practices are
the only full practices he's been
through this season."
Picciuto,
the freshman
118-pounder, who has also been
bothered by a slight knee injury,
lost the opening match of the meet
to UT's Bob Preston, 20-4.
RIESEN'S answer to the
Westhoven problem is "a week
off." The junior captain just barely
lost, 5-2, to Doug Fitch, in the
142-pound class.
As for Werling, Riesen said that
the sophomore grappler "is suck-

ing up too much weight (by wrestling at 167). He's going to move up to
177."
Werling's match with Todd Sabo
was close all the way, but the
weight loss took its toll as with six
seconds left in the final period and
the score tied at eight, Werling was
taken down by Sabo to close it out
for the Rocket wrestler.
Sabo's victory virtually put the
match out of reach for the Falcons,
as it put UT out in front, 20-3.
DECISIONS by Tim Dishong
over Troy Pentecost in the
126-pound match, by Dan Spoerl
over Bob Colatruglio (134), and by
Gus Ristas over Scott McGill (150),
in addition to the other three matches gave the Rockets their 20
points.
BG gained its first score on the
strength of Milo Sanda's 9-5 win
over his 158-pound counterpart, Joe
Johnston.
Sophomore Bill Stein lost a major
decision to Dan Kay to give Toledo
its final points on the day at
177-pounds, while BG scored its last
12 points on a UT forfeit of the
190-pound match to Kris Burkett
and a Brad Rossi second-period pin

over Randy Hoch in their
heavyweight match.
With the two victories at the end
of the meet, the Falcons had a
chance to win, as Riesen noted, "if
Westhoven and Werling had won
and everyone else stayed off their
backs."
BUT THE Falcon mentor did not
want to blame the loss, BG's fourth
in as many tries with MidAmerican Conference opponents,
on the ifs and but's.
Rather, he looked at his team's
dismal takedown record over the
last two matches. The Falcons
have a 47-16 deficit in that category
over this time span.
"We have been terrible on
takedowns," Riesen said. "It
seems like it takes some of our
guys a period or so to get warmed
up."
To remedy his problem, Riesen is
looking at a few possible changes
with the return of some of his injured wrestlers.
Riesen admitted that he's not
sure whether this is the cure for the
Falcons' victory drought, but said,
"We are not going to throw in the
towel yet."
BG's next match will be a 7 p.m.
trianguar meet Wednesday at Defiance with Case Western Reserve.

Anich qualifies for national meet
by Christopher Shsrk

While his teammates were
struggling in their first indoor
track meet of the season, John
Anich breezed to a victory in the
1,000-yard run and qualified for the
NCAA indoor championships at the
East Tennessee Relays last
weekend.
Anich's time of 2:10.2 in the
finals was five seconds faster than
his preliminary heat the day
before. Anich said it was just a
matter of "feeling good at the right
time.
"I trailed a couple of guys from
Florida State and Florida A&M for
most of the race, letting them do
the work," Anich said. "Then, with

about 150 yards to go, I just made
my move."
BG coach Mel Brodt said he
wasn't suprised by Anich's performance in the 63-team meet.
"ANICH IS a lot stronger
because of cross country and hard
work," he said. "He has a renewed
attitude and more confidence in his
ability this year. This has to be a
real shot in the arm to him."
BG's distance medley team, with
Anich running the first leg, and
Terry Reedus running the second
leg, controlled the lead, but faded
on the final two legs and finished
seventh.
But Brodt wasn't discouraged,
and said the distance medley and
the two-mile relay teams should be

very competitive and comparable
to last year's teams. The 1979
distance medley relay team
finished fifth in the NCAA indoors
championships.
"OUR OBJECTIVE in the indoor
track season is three-fold," he said.
"The main objective is to qualify
our individuals and relay teams for
nationals in March. Second, we
want to do as well as we can in the
meets we have and show improvement all the way through the
season. Finally, we want to gain
experience and conditioning for the
outdoor season."
Brodt's team now looks ahead to
Saturday when they travel to
Ypsilanti, Mich., for the Eastern
Michigan Invitational.

MARKETING CLUB
MEETING

at

TONIGHT, JAN. 16
FOR THE MORE SERIOUS
GRADUATE STUDENT:

•
J

7:30 P.M.
ROOM 220-MATH SCIENCE
GUEST SPEAKER WILL BE

Friday Nite--9 p.m. - 12 Midnight •

WE WILL HAVE
VOLLEYBALL,
RACQUETBALL,
ENTERTAINMENT, ETC.
FOOD & DRINK (SOFT)

•
I
I

AL WINTER/MAN
OWENS CORNING
BASKETBALL TONITE!

BGSU vs.
C. MICHIGAN
7:30
P.M.
(Preliminary

©!

Music furnished by Tom McLaughlin
from 9:30 to 11:00 p.m. in the mezzanine.
Sub Sandwiches and drinks at a very
reasonable price.

-Women vs. Defiance, 5 p.m.)
Where else can you enjoy
America's favorite steak and
win a snowmobile at the
same time? Just pop into
your favorite participating |
Ponderosa and fill out
an entry blank. That's all
there is to it. On Friday, Feb
ruaryL 1980 at 730 each
participating Ponderosa
Steakhouse wJI draw the names of five
(5) lucky wffiners The top winner will receive a 1980 Ski Doo Citation Snow
mobile The second pnze mnner wJI
hop aboard a 1980 Sachs Moped And
three lucky third prize w^riers per store
will each receive a $50 Ponderosa Gift
Certificate.

ANDERSON ARENA
may enter by mail if you wish.
On a 3' x 3 card send your name,
address, age and phone number to
the address below. You must be
18 or older to enter. More than
one prize will not be awarded to
the same person. Ponderosa
employees and their immediate families are not
eligible to win
Drawings will be held at 7 30 on Friday February L 1979.
You need not be present to lAin
Winners wJI be notified by phone.
All entries must be received no later
than dosing on January 31,1980.

POSDEM^
1544 EaM Wooeter Street
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
419/352-0461

J
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GREEK WEEK IS NO
HOG — WASH
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TICKETS AT THE GATE

ITS ROLLING IN WINTER
QUARTER THE WEEK OF
FEB. 18-22

Bench Reserved
Gen. Admission

$4.00
$2.00

BE THERE!
!

